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Life on Bikes

McPINT
TT LEGEND jOHN mcGuiNNEss iN mcN EvEry wEEk

‘Do I need 
mirrors?’

My Vespa recently had a 
wing mirror broken and I was 
wondering if it is legal to ride 
with just one wing mirror?  
No-one I speak to seems to 
know the answer!
Ben, London

The answer lies within The 
Road Vehicles (Construction 
and Use) Regulations 
1986. There is no legal 
requirement to have mirrors 
on a motorcycle. However, as 
a motorcyclist you need to be 
fully aware of traffic around 
you at all times so it is highly 
advisable to have two mirrors.

A safety issue with having 
no mirrors is that to undertake 
effective rear observations 
you need to turn your upper 
body and head. This bodily 
movement can shift weight 
and in inexperienced hands can 
lead to the motorcycle veering 
and sometimes loss of control.

If you have mirrors then to 
pass a MoT they must be in 
serviceable condition and work 
correctly, so always replace 
cracked or broken glass and 
keep them clean.

If you are involved in an 
accident and don’t have wing 
mirrors – and a court decided 
that their absence played a 
material part in the accident 
– then even though it is not a 
legal requirement I can see 
your opponent arguing that the 
accident was partly your fault.

I am not aware that this has 
ever been tested in court but 
can imagine it being argued if 
rear observation was a cause.

Andrew Campbell
Solicitor and author of the MCN Law  

column for the last ten years

Visit www.bikelawyer.co.uk or 
email andrew@bikelawyer.co.uk 

or call 01446 794169

Your tricky legal  
questions answered

Motorcycle Accident Solicitors
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‘You need to be 
fully aware of 
traffic around you, 
so it is advisable to 
have two mirrors’

indian Scout
My husband Brian gave up smoking, switching to vaping, then gave  
that up and with all the money he saved in two years he got his  
first bike: an Indian Scout. Maxine Day

tRiuMPH
Here is my mum sat on my dad’s bike in about 1948. Anyone 
know where the bike is now? Peter Foreman

Here’s me on my 175 Franny Barnett in 1970. In those days I had my 
full licence at 16! I now have a very nice Tiger 800. Sean Dunkley

fRanciS baRnett

Aged 79 and on my first sizeable bike – a 2000 Suzuki SV650 – after  
a 19-year interruption to my 62-year riding career. John Edwards

  Suzuki Sv650

Jake Carter, aged 10, following in grandad Col’s footsteps 

on his first bike – a Demon X 110 Pit Bike. Tracy Morrison

deMon X 110

After passing my test this was a great all-round bike  
to gain experience before I upgraded. Andy Benge

YaMaHa tHundeRcat

Here’s my three-year-old grandson Teddy on his first twist-and-go  
off-road bike. A star of the future! Vimax67

first 
Bike

you never  
forget your

A blast down memory lane
Send your first bike pics to:  

yourpics@motorcyclenews.com

This is me posing in the garage with my first bike and the rest  
of the family – 34 years ago! Gary Davison

Honda Mt5

Revvi kidS bike R
acing can be a tough 
and lonely place, 
you know. Just 
look at Lorenzo at 
Silverstone, he’s one 

of the best in the world, but he 
spent the weekend trying as hard 
as he could just not to be last.

As a racer you try and do 
everything right, but it doesn’t 
always work out. For example, 
I went to World Supersport in 
2002 and I absolutely hated 
every minute because the bike 
was shit. I was going to tracks 

like Monza and I went there 
wanting to be world champion 
and I knew from the off that I 
didn’t have a chance.

I came from nearly winning 
the British Championship on a 
600 – Karl Harris beat me – and 
into WSS. I went from Dunlops 
to Pirellis, a different engine 
tuner and among other things I 
got pneumonia in South Africa. It 
was supposed to be a dream, but 
it turned into a nightmare. There 
was no one to talk to, no having 
a beer at the end of the meeting. 
I should have been living the 
dream. We had no house at the 
time so it was myself and Becky 

and my son Ewan who had just 
been born travelling around in 
the camper. People thought I was 
having a great time, but I wanted 
to curl up in a ball and disappear.

As a result in 2002 I had 
nothing and then in 2003 I had a 
one race deal with Triumph and 
Paul Bird to do the TT – and the 
rest is history! 

Racing is a lonely place when 
you’re riding around at the back 
and people think that you can’t 
ride a bike anymore. There is no 
fun in that I can assure you.

Bike sport isn’t Hollywood – 
it’s hard work.

‘I wanted to 
curl up In  
a ball and  
dIsappear’

Ask Mcguinness
Would 
you ever 
race a 
sidecar?

john woods
Yes, but I’d have to be the driver. I’ve 
had a few cheeky goes in one and they 
are certainly different!Racing can be a tough buiness and nobody 

knows that better than Jorge Lorenzo

McGuinness on why motorsport isn’t like life in a Hollywood movie

‘Racing bikes is 
real hard work’

This wasn’t 
in the script for 
poor old Jorge

CLAssiC tt Glory for McGuinness and anstey, p62
send your questions to 
AskMcPint@motorcyclenews.com. 
Don’t expect a serious answer.
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